
USCG LMR Enforcement Report 
 July to August 2011 

 
Total LMR/Fisheries Boarding’s: 07  
 
CG Aux Air Patrol:   Flew 42.7 hrs in support of LE/LMR Missions 
 
Completed Operations:  
 On August 9th and 11th, DNER and Station SJ completed “Operation Conch 

Snatcher” in the area of Eastern Vieques. This op focused on fishing vessels 
illegally harvesting Queen Conch during the closed season. Station SJ provided a 
33’ SPCLE and crew with a two DNER agents on board. Station SJ completed 03 
LMR boarding’s, however no violations were found. First boarding had 6 Red 
Snapper with no violations.  Second boarding had 4 Red Snapper with no 
violations. Third boarding had no catch and no violations. 
 

 On August 13-14, Station SJ had planned to conduct a local HMS (Highly 
Migratory Species) Permit Operation in the area SJ Harbor and Pinones. 
. **Op was canceled due to weather** 
 

 On August 27-28, Station SJ conducted a local HMS (Highly Migratory Species) 
Operation in the area SJ Harbor and Pinones. The op targeted sport fishers with 
federal HMS permits o/b, which includes Billfish, Tuna, Swordfish, and Shark, as 
well any illegal catch. Station conducted one fishery boarding with no catch and 
no violations. Information received from locals passed the fishing has been very 
poor due to the overflow of the rivers causing the fish to be pushed farther out to 
sea. 
 

Future Operations:  
 On September 7th, Station San Juan is planning to patrol w/ a 33’ SPCLE in the 

area of Boquerón and Cabo Rojo, PR. This patrol will focus on LMR/Counter 
Drug boarding’s off SW PR, with an emphasis on reef fishing. Civil Air Patrol 
will provide surveillance over head and it is being requested that NOAA and 
DNER agents participate as well.  
 

 On September 23-25th and 28-30th, “Operation Conch Three” will take place off 
the east coast of PR. This op will focus on fishing vessels attempting to illegally 
harvest Conch in state waters before the season re-opens on 01 October. CGC 
REEF SHARK, NOAA, DNER, and Station San Juan are planning to participate. 

 
 Possible surge op in the near future to target a group of vessels out of Cabo Rojo 

that are illegally fishing inside the nature reserve at Mona Island. Date/Time 
TBD. POC: Lynn Rios, NOAA 
 

 
 


